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摘  要 





































Our archaeological site park construction work began in the 1980s after years 
government introduced many policies to support and finance to give some support, 
the 2010 National Cultural Relics Bureau announced the list of China's first batch of 
National Archaeological Site Park in, China's archaeological site park construction 
work started into the rapid development stage. There are some problems in the 
process of the development of these archaeological sites, and there are some problems 
to be used for reference. Through collecting relevant data and information and make a 
detailed and in-depth analysis, this paper summarizes the first National 
Archaeological Site Park in the construction work, there are still some specific 
problems. Such as Archaeological Park of archaeological research work carried out in 
place leading to the corresponding planning and implementation cannot work in a 
timely manner, and domestic engaged in planning work units of professional level is 
relatively limited, coupled with government policy and financial support are 
restricting the healthy development of China's archaeological site park construction 
work; in addition, management system is not reasonable and the regulation ineffective 
lead to our archaeological site park construction work over the pursuit of commercial 
interests and contempt for protection of the ruins, which restricts the Archaeological 
Park historical and cultural research and mass cultural and educational work carried 
out. Although the construction of archaeological sites in China is a problem, there are 
still some places to learn. For example, a number of National Archaeological Site 
Park adhere to the protection of the main, people-oriented and other construction 
ideas to a certain extent, to the specific construction of the direction of the. These 
Archaeological Park in the protection work adhere to the principle of protection of 
authenticity, integrity, continuous, in the management of the initiative for the 
government support, give full play to the initiative and efforts to mobilize the 
enthusiasm of the public. These positive construction attitudes are worth learning and 
learning from other archaeological sites in China. 
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第一章   中外考古遗址公园建设相关概况 
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